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We 3 'Sea' is a virtual exhibition staged by three

artists who met online during lockdown thanks

to their shared love of art, the sea and coastlines

around the British Isles. 

Presented via Instagram live, the artists will

present some of the work they created during

lockdown, with opportunities to 'meet the artists'  

virtually and find out more about their work. 

Each artist has curated a small selection of some

of their favourite works of art, all which will be

available to buy online. 

 



"Sometimes it feels like a sickness, a

twisting yearning in my gut to just

be there. To take deep breaths of sea

air so full of wild promise it makes

you feel lightheaded. To smell the

seaweed, to hear the push and drag

of rolling pebbles, rounding

themselves on the beach or the dull

crash of big waves on the headland.

The repetitive sounds, the constant

movement, the sea air, gulls crying,

wind blowing and the wide expanse

of mysterious, mythological depths.

The way the light changes so fast,

reflections on the water multiplying

the effects of clouds and sunlight.

Beach fires, sandy feet, freedom."

 

Penny Hunt
 

Longing for the Sea

Green Sea 

Oil on canvas
86cm x 86cm 



"I love the rhythm of the sea, its

swell and splash, the ebb and flow,

its rocks and wrecks always ignite

the imagination. Much like my own

introspective thought process, the

waters are always shifting and

changing, providing much needed

moments of escape from the

pressures of modern life. 

During lockdown not being able to

breathe the fresh coastal air made

me aware of how much I miss

simple pleasures such as hunting for

seaweed or interesting shaped shells

and beach stones. Growing up in

Northern Ireland I have been

fortunate enough to spend lots of

time on the Wild Atlantic Way, the

Ards Peninsula and Murlough Bay,

all of which are gently calling and

waiting my return."

Emma Tweedie
 

Rocks and Wrecks

Sea Beat Shore
Acrylic, Ink and Cold Wax on Deep Canvas

60cm x 60cm 



"I watch as you ride,

The soaring heights and the crashing lows,

The soft tumbles and the harsh turns,

The swirls of the chaos and of the calm.

 

I watch as you disappear,

The darkness comes and engulfs you,

The bright lights that glow and guide you home,

The icy cold that takes your breath and reminds you,

that you are alive.

 

I watch as you smile,

The warmth on your skin and your sense of triumph,

The joy and exhilaration of taking on mother nature,

The power and respect for the wild seas inherent in

your eyes ."

 

Emma J Read 

Widow to the Surf

And we shall flock 
Acrylic and Ink on Canvas £385
40cm x 40cm 



"Having always loved sitting for hours watching

the sea move around rocks I am in my element

painting on the beach. The energy of the moving

water is much better captured by painting

directly onto canvas or board whilst out in the

wind. My atmospheric seascapes always start on

the beach, sand and seaweed blow in, and the

exhilaration of the surroundings become part of

the brushstrokes, if they are finished in the

studio it is from memory or quick sketches, never

photos which remove that immediacy." 

Penny is an artist with a studio and practice

based in North Yorkshire. With a Fine Art degree

and MA, Penny has also taught extensively which

has helped her develop her painting and

printmaking, with each material feeding back

into the other, from layering, overprinting and

intaglio techniques which are present in all. 
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www.penny-hunt.co.uk



Penny's Artworks

Above: Swell
Oil on board £650.00

63cm x 63cm 

Above: Wavelets
Oil on canvas £350.00

30cm x 30cm 

Middle Top: Green Sea
Oil on board £1500.00
86cm x 86cm 

Above: Swell & Fall 
Oil on canvas £600.00

50cm x 50cm 

Middle Bottom: Green Sea
Oil on canvas £1500.00
86cm x 86cm 

www.penny-hunt.co.uk



Emma Tweedie is an emerging artist who

originally grew up in Northern Ireland. She is

now has an established studio based in London.

Working primarily in semi-abstraction and mixed

media, she has a strong sustainable focus

working with water-based and non-toxic

materials and ingredients where possible. 

All of Emma's artworks attempt to channel her

responses to nature and its calming effect. The

finished results are dynamic and contemporary,

many of them have been inspired by natural

landscapes, seascapes and townscapes.  

Emma's work has previously been shortlisted for

the 100th International Pebeo Mixed Media art

prize, and also The Sunny International Art Prize.

She is represented with a series of selected works

with the Elena Shchukina Virtual Gallery in

London, and Canvas Galleries in Northern Ireland.    

 
Emma  
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www.emmatweedie.art
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Emma's Artworks

Above: Title Sea Beat Shore
Mixed media on deep canvas £650.00

60cm x 60cm 

Above: Gillies Seafoam
Mixed Media on board £450.00

50cm x 50cm 

Middle Top: Abercorn Shore 1
Mixed Media on paper £175.00 (framed)
20cm x 20cm 

Above: Leyken At The Shoreline 
Mixed Media on canvas board £450.00

50cm x 50cm 

Above: Northern Flux
Mixed Media with 

silver Leaf on board £275.00
30cm x 30cm 

Middle Right: Abercorn Shore 2
Mixed Media on paper £175.00 (Framed)
20cm x 20cm 

Right: The Wind Blew Up The Beach
Mixed Media on canvas £950.00

70cm x 100cm 

www.emmatweedie.art 
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Read   

For full-time Surrey based artist Emma Read, the

sea is her muse. It’s often what’s been closest to

her – as a child she grew up by the British coast

in Deal, and has extensively travelled to watched

her partner surf around the world. Working in

acrylic and ink, Read delicately layers paint and

water to create dreamy abstractions that seem to

rock and turn like the waves themselves. 

Glowing with a prismatic range of colours, her

paintings tap into the nuance of light and colour

that the water’s reflective quality brings about.

Read truly captures the meld of sky and sea with

intuition and painterly skill.

www.cedarsyard.co.uk



Emma's Artworks

Above Top: I Need The Sun To Break (Diptych)
Acrylic and Ink on canvas £1140  
76cm x 152cm 

Above: When We Couldn't Go
Acrylic and Ink on Deep Canvas £1350
120cm x 150cm 

Below: The Walls Went Up
Acrylic and Ink on Canvas £375 
40cm x 50cm 

www.cedarsyard.co.uk

Above: Run To The Sea
Acrylic and Ink on Canvas £375

40cm x 50cm 



  

 
 

TO DISCOVER MORE WORKS FROM EACH OF THE ARTISTS LOG
ONTO THEIR WEBSITES AND YOU CAN FOLLOW THEM ON

THEIR INSTAGRAM FEEDS
 

PENNY HUNT - www.penny-hunt.co.uk / @pennuhuntartist
EMMA TWEEDIE - www.emmatweedie.art / @emmatweedieart

EMMA J READ - www.cedarsyard.co.uk / @cedarsyard  
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 RNLI 'Silent Auction'
Each of the artists involved has created a special 20cm x 20cm original artwork that will be offered in a 'Silent

Auction', with the highest bid for each artwork donated to the Royal National Lifeboat Charity, whose search and

rescue services has saved so many lives since their inception over 200 years ago. 

 

 


